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Describe the strongest aspect of this course:

- The readings
- Information current and applicable to work immediately.
- Forced learning of common core standards.
- Lots of collaboration and interaction. Experiences of others great input
- The current information that was presented.
- I love that the classes are designed as discussion and not as lectures. We are asked to read articles, chapters, or view power points in advance and then discuss the topics in class. The class is engaging and thought provoking. Dr. Allen is an excellent professor!
- The strongest aspect of this course is Dr. Allen. She is the strongest aspect because of her knowledge and the way she guides us to learn. She is brilliant, honest, engaging and encouraging. I have learned information that will change my teaching practices in positive ways.
- in-class group discussions and sharing of knowledge
- The topics we covered are current, important, and essential to understand as a reading teacher or specialist.

Describe the weakest aspect of this course:

- Some of the technical difficulties. Sometimes I would get signed out of the portal or couldn't hear, etc.
- few grades
- Working in groups is difficult online
- I enjoyed everything about the class.
- Difficulties with Wimba on line
- N/A

How do you think this course could be improved?

- N/A
- N/A
- -
- I believe it was designed appropriately

Any additional comments?

- N/A
- No
- good class, interesting
- I hope I will be able to take more classes with Dr. Allen.
- Was very challenging! Learned alot! Enjoyed the interaction and discussion. Teacher very knowledgeable in Reading as well as education! Taught in ways to teach us how to be better teachers!
- Dr. Allen is very up-to-date on what the current research says and the common core standards. I learned a lot!